
Y5 Science History Geography Art &
Design DT Music Computing Languages RE PHSE PE

Aut
1

The Wonder

Up, Up and
Away

Forces

Rollercoaster
changes and
development

Isaac Newton and his
discoveries

Locating theme parks

Locating countries of
the world

Painting: Karen
Elzinga (roller-coaster

artwork)

Construction: Marble
Run

Study ‘In the Hall of
the Mountain King’

Build musical
vocabulary when
responding to the

piece

Singing and Music
Notation

Coding
Google Slides

Efficiency of typing

The high street,
giving directions and
asking where places

are

What can we learn
from stories from the

Bible?

Diwali

Transition to Y5
(ROSIS)

Football

Hockey

Aut
2

Up, Up and
Away

Forces The History of Walt
Disney

Ordnance Survey
map of a theme park

Designing a theme
park

Painting: Typography
Fairground Signs

Materials: Egg
Parachute

Singing practise for
Young Voices concert

Build performance
skills with confidence

and accuracy

Music notation

Innovators and
Engineers

presentation using
shortcuts

Reading a short text

Christmas

What can we learn
from stories from the

Bible?

Christmas

Being me in my world
Dance

Athletics

Spr
1

Stargazers

Earth and Space Neil Armstrong
Space exploration

Locations of launch
sites and benefits of

the land

Pastels: Peter Thorpe
(rocket artwork)

Textiles: Sewing
Planets

Study ‘Mars - The
Planets’ by Holst.

Discuss with
increasing confidence

using musical
vocabulary

Creating and
understanding
Google Sheets

Revision of days of
the week and times

of the day
Revision of

sports/hobbies
Numbers 0-50

Keeping 5 Pillars:
what difference does

it make?

Chinese New Year

Celebrating
difference

Gymnastics

Netball

Spr
2

Who wants
to be a

millionaire?

Properties and
changes of material

Industrial Revolution
Rich and poor in

Victorian London
Closure of

workhouses

Rich and poor
nations

Digital Media: LS.
Lowry (layering)
Printing: William

Morris (print
patterns)

Sculpture: 5 Pillars of
Islam (totem poles)

Textiles: Weaving

Listen to songs from
Oliver the musical
and describe how

they sound

E-Safety

Revision of fruits and
foods (breakfast and

dessert)

Use of connectives

Keeping 5 Pillars:
what difference does

it make?

Easter

Dreams and goals
Badminton

Tag Rugby

Sum
1
The

Explorers

Living things and
their habitats

Mayan lifestyle and
the structure of their

society

Locating rainforests
biomes, layers of the
rainforest, location of
the equator and the

tropics

Painting: Georgia
O'Keeffe (flower

artwork)

Construction: den
building

Compose a piece of
music inspired by the

sounds of the
rainforest

Drumming

Application and
knowledge of Google

software

Revision of days of
the week/months of

the year

Why are there now
over 50 mosques in

Yorkshire?

Ramadan/ Eid

Relationships
Tennis

Swimming

Sum
2
The

Explorers

Animals including
humans

Compare Mayans
with other times
across the world

Mapwork

Minibeast hunt

Sculpture: wire
flowers Materials: bee hotels Drumming

Application and
knowledge of Google

software

Weather, detailed
description of where

you live

Why are there now
over 50 mosques in

Yorkshire? Changing me

Swimming

OAA (Outdoor
Adventurous

Activities)



Y5 Science History Geography Art &
Design DT Music Computing Languages RE PHSE PE

Aut
1

The Wonder

Up, Up and
Away

Forces

Rollercoaster
changes and
development

Isaac Newton and his
discoveries

Locating theme parks

Locating countries of
the world

Painting: Karen
Elzinga (roller-coaster

artwork)

Construction: Marble
Run

Study ‘In the Hall of
the Mountain King’

Build musical
vocabulary when
responding to the

piece

Singing and Music
Notation

Coding
Google Slides

Efficiency of typing

The high street,
giving directions and
asking where places

are

What can we learn
from stories from the

Bible?

Diwali

Transition to Y5
(ROSIS)

Football

Hockey

2

06/09/21

Scientific enquiry
investigations
(1c, 1d, 1e)

Transition activities Transition activities Transition activities Transition activities To begin in week 2
with carousel Transition activities Transition activities Transition activities Transition activities

3

13/09/21

Explaining gravity
through gyrocopters

(6g)

Representing changes
in roller coasters
over time on a

timeline (2c, 2b)

Deepening
knowledge and

understanding of the
Artist Karen Elzinga

(1a)

Using musical
vocabulary to

describe how a piece
of music sounds (1b)

Using espresso
coding to manipulate

actions
(2a)

Listening attentively
and understanding

more complex
phrases about the
high street (2b, 3a,

3b)

Understanding beliefs
of sacred books (1a)

Discussing the
structure of a

positive relationship
(4b)

Football: Turning with
the ball

Hockey: Applying a
block tackle into

defensive situations

4

20/09/21

Explaining how
centripetal force acts
on motion (6g, 1e)

Locating theme parks
around the globe

(2a, 4a)

Becoming creative
learners and develop
sketching patterns

through Martin
Harvey skills (2a, 2b)

Playing and
performing musical

ideas (2a)

Manipulating Google
Slides

(1b, 3b)

Applying their
growing vocabulary

to produce extended
responses about the
high street (3b, 3a,

2a, 2b)

Understanding
practises of the Bible

being widely read
(2a)

Football: Running
with the ball

Hockey: Passing in
the D

5

27/09/21

Identifying how
various materials

float and sink (6a, 1e)

Using sources of
evidence to learn
more about Isaac

Newton’s life (1a, 4c)

Becoming
experimental
learners and

developing ideas
through abstract
sketching (2b, 3g)

Using musical
vocabulary to

describe how a piece
of music sounds (1b)

Manipulating Google
Slides to create a

presentation
(1b, 3b)

Listening attentively
and understanding

more complex
phrases about

directions on the
high street (2b, 3a,

3b)

Evaluating the
differences between

teasing, bullying,
discrimination and

aggression (4d)

Football: Passing on
the move

Hockey: Marking

6

04/10/21

Identifying the effect
of friction on a

moving item (6a, 1d)

Recognising a range
of different maps and

describing their
purposes (5b)

Creating a final piece
of Theme Park

inspired artwork
drawing on what we
have already learnt

(3a, 3b, 3c, 3d)

Playing and
performing musical

ideas (2a)

Manipulating Google
Slides to create a

presentation
(1b, 3b)

Write short texts
about directions on
the high street (4a,

4b)

Understanding
practises and the

Creation story (2a)

Football: Maintaining
space on the pitch

Hockey: Sweeping
with an open stick

7

11/10/21

Identifying how
magnetism acts (6a,

1d)

Using historical
vocabulary to

describe the life of
Walt Disney (4a)

Creating a final piece
of Theme Park

artwork using water
colours drawing on

what we have already
learnt (3a, 3b, 3c, 3d)

Composing melody
and rhythm using
music technology

software (3b)

Developing typing
effectiveness and

accuracy
(3a)

Use spoken language
confidently to take

part in conversations
to seek or give

information about
directions on the

high street (3a, 3b)

Discussing how they
can be responsible
for one another’s

feelings and
empathise with the

feelings of others (4c)

Football: Stepping
over the ball

Hockey: Dragging the
ball left to right

8

18/10/21
Gulliver’s Valley Visit

Evaluating the
suitability of theme
park locations using
Google Maps (4b)

INSET DAY

Whole Day
Following the

research, design,
create and evaluate
an effective marble

run
(1a, 1b, 1c, 1d, 3a, 3b,

3d)

Explaining some of
the different ways

that Hindus celebrate
Diwali (4a)

Football: Controlling
a bouncing ball

Hockey: Dribbling
one-handed



Y5 Science History Geography Art &
Design DT Music Computing Languages RE PHSE PE

Aut
2

Up, Up and
Away

Forces The History of Walt
Disney

Ordnance Survey
map of a theme park

Designing a theme
park

Painting: Typography
Fairground Signs

Materials: Egg
Parachute

Singing practise for
Young Voices concert

Build performance
skills with confidence

and accuracy

Music notation

Innovators and
Engineers

presentation using
shortcuts

Reading a short text

Christmas

What can we learn
from stories from the

Bible?

Christmas

Being me in my world
Dance

Athletics

9

01/11/21

Measuring speed (6i)

Using historical
vocabulary to

describe the life of
Walt Disney (4a)

Evaluating the styles
of some notable

artists such as Fred
Fowle (1a)

Using musical
vocabulary to

describe how a piece
of music sounds (1b)

Demonstrating typing
accuracy (5a)

Read and understand
a short text about
Little Thomas’ day

out (4a)

Facing new challenges
positively and

knowing how to set
personal goals (1a,

1b)

Athletics: Preparing
to run an individual

leg

Dance: Creating
action

10

08/11/21

Identifying the effects
of buoyancy and

upthrust (6a, 1a, 1b)

Understanding why
certain locations are

chosen for theme
park developments

(3a)

Using a choice of
techniques to depict
movement through

patterns (3f)

Singing melodies and
rhythms confidently

(2a)

Demonstrating typing
accuracy (5a)

Listening attentively
and understanding

more complex
phrases and

sentences about
Little Thomas’ day

out (2b, 3a, 3b)

Understanding
practises and the

story of Noah’s Ark
(2a)

Athletics: Developing
the principle of pace

Dance: Manipulating
actions

11

15/11/21

Recognising that
gears, levers and

pulleys have an effect
on force (6h)

Identifying periods of
rapid change in flight

from the Wright
Brothers to the
modern day (2b)

Using a choice of
techniques to depict
perspective through

lettering (3f)

Singing melodies and
rhythms confidently

(2a)

Selecting appropriate
shortcuts (1b)

Comparing symbols,
and objects linked to
Christmas to the UK

(1c)

Understanding my
rights and

responsibilities as a
citizen of my country
and as a member of
my school (1c, 1d)

Athletics: Jumping for
distance

Dance: Changing
level of movement

12

22/11/21

Recognising and
demonstrating that
gears, levers and

pulleys have an effect
on force (6h)

Understanding why
certain locations are

chosen for theme
park developments

(3a)

Creating a colour
palette based upon

colours observed in a
fairground (3b)

Identifying the beat of
the music and staying
in time with the beat

(1c)

Using shortcuts that
apply directly to
Google software

(3bii, 3c)

Comparing symbols,
and objects linked to
Christmas to the UK

(1c)

Explaining how
beliefs are shared
through Christmas

traditions (1a)

Athletics: Using a
push throw
accurately

Dance: Creating flight
through jumps

13

29/11/21

Recognising and
demonstrating that
gears, levers and

pulleys have an effect
on force (6h)

Understanding how
methods of travel
have changed over

time using a timeline
(2d, 2c, 2b, 2a)

Using brush
techniques and the
qualities of paint to
create texture (3a)

Singing melodies and
rhythms confidently

(2a)

Using shortcuts that
apply directly to
Google software

(3bii, 3c)

Use spoken language
confidently to take

part in conversations
about Christmas (3a)

Understanding how
an individual’s

behaviour can impact
on a group (1e, 1f)

Athletics: Exchanging
the baton

Dance: Creating bold
actions

14

06/12/21

Creating maps of
theme parks (5a, 4a,

4b)

Creating a final piece
of Fairground

artwork using poster
paints drawing on

what we have already
learnt (3a, 3b, 3c, 3d)

Whole Day
Research, design,

make and evaluate an
effective parachute

(1a, 1b, 1c, 1d, 3a, 3b,
3d)

Composing melody
and rhythm using
music technology

software (3b)

Using shortcuts that
apply directly to
Google software

(3bii, 3c)

Writing short texts
on Christmas (4b, 4a,

3b)

Explaining how
religious beliefs shape
the lives of individuals

at Christmas (1a)

Athletics: Teaching
STEP principle

Dance: Improving
quality

15

13/12/21



Y5 Science History Geography Computing Music Art &
Design DT Languages RE PHSE PE

Spr
1

Stargazers

Describing and
identifying the

planets, moon and
sun

Day/night and
seasons

Phases of the moon

Star constellations

Moon craters

A timeline of Space
Exploration

Neil Armstrong and
the Apollo 11 Mission

Locating sites around
the world significant
to space exploration

Locations of launch
sites and benefits of

the land

Spreadsheets
(Google Sheets)

Holst ‘The Planets’

Rhythms

Composing Music

Astronauts drawn in
a ‘cartoon’ style

Oil Pastel Artwork
(Peter Thorpe)

Sewing planets of the
solar system

Revision of days of
the week and times

of the day
Revision of

sports/hobbies
Numbers 0-50

Islam

5 Pillars of Islam

Celebrating
Difference

Gymnastics

Netball

1

03/01/22

Describing and
naming the planets in
our solar system (8c,

1e)

Using evidence to
learn about the
journey of space
exploration (1a)

Demonstrating how
to use spreadsheets

(3c)

Discussing the features
of a song or piece of

music (1a)

Use a variety of
techniques to add
interesting effects

using oil pastels (3e)

Listening attentively
and understanding

phrases and
sentences about days

and times (2b, 3b)

Understanding that
cultural differences
sometimes cause

conflict (1a)

Understanding what
racism is (1b)

Gymnastics:
Practising rolls

Netball: Practising
techniques for
different passes

2

10/01/22

Describing the
features of each
planet within our

solar system (8c, 1e)

Using dates and
terms accurately to
describe the Apollo

11 moon landing (2d)

Selecting formulas to
operate across cells

(3c)

Using musical
vocabulary to

describe how a piece
of music sounds (1b)

Combining colours,
tones and tints to

enhance the mood of
a piece (3d)

Applying new
vocabulary to

produce responses
about the high street
and different days and

times (3b, 2b)

Explaining how
Islamic beliefs shape

the lives of individuals
through the 5 Pillars

(1b)

Gymnastics:
Practising jumps

Netball: Practising
shooting

3

17/01/22

Using the Earth’s
rotation to explain

day and night (8d, 1e)

Locating rocket
launch sites

throughout the
world (2a)

Space Engage Day Space Engage Day

Creating a final piece
of Planets artwork

using oil pastels
drawing on what we
have already learnt

(3a, 3b, 3c, 3d)

Space Engage Day

Understanding how
rumour-spreading and
name-calling can be

bullying behaviours (1c)

Explaining the difference
between direct and

indirect types of bullying
(1d)

Gymnastics:
Exploring symmetry
in balance and travel

Netball: Attempting
to find space

4

24/01/22

Describing the
phases of the moon

(8b, 1g)

Planning a report to
explain what Earth
looks like from the

ISS describing
geographical features

(5c)

Selecting more
advanced formulae to
operate across cells

(3c)

Singing melodies and
rhythms confidently

(2a)

Joining textiles with a
combination of

stitching techniques
(2i)

Using spoken
language confidently

to take part in
conversations to seek
or give information

(2a)

Explaining some of
the different ways
that Muslims show

their beliefs through
the 5th Pillar (4a)

Gymnastics:
Developing
asymmetry

Netball: Using
different dodging

skills

5

31/01/22

Describing the
movement of planets
in our solar system

(8a, 1g)

Describing the main
changes that

happened in the
world during the
Space Race (2a)

Selecting more
advanced formulae to
create more complex

operations (3c)

Singing melodies and
rhythms confidently

(2a)

Using the qualities of
materials to create
suitable visual and

tactile effects in the
decoration of textiles

(2j)

Applying vocabulary
to produce responses

about different
hobbies (3b, 2b)

Comparing my life
with people in the

developing world (1e)

Gymnastics: Applying
smooth transitions

Netball: Practising
pivoting drills

6

07/02/22

Describing the
insulating factors of
space suits (8a, 1e)

Describing the main
changes that

happened in the
world during the
Space Race (2a)

Selecting data to be
input into charts and

graphs (3bii)

Composing melody
and rhythm using
music technology

software (3b)

Creating objects
(such as a cushion)
that employ a seam

allowance (2h)

Writing short texts
on familiar hobbies

(4b)

Explaining the
practices of prayer

involved in belonging
to Islam (2a)

Gymnastics: Creating
short routines

Netball: Applying the
different roles and
positions in games

7

14/02/22

Describing
astronomical features
of the moon (8c, 1e)

Using computing skills
to present information

about the female
mathematicians in

Hidden Figures (4b)

Selecting data to be
input into charts and

graphs (3bii)

Composing melody
and rhythm using
music technology

software (3b)

Creating objects
(such as a cushion)
that employ a seam

allowance (2h)

Using spoken
language confidently

to take part in
conversations to seek
or give information
about hobbies (3a)

Understanding a
different culture from

my own (1f)

Gymnastics:
Performance

Netball: Games



Y5 Science History Geography Computing Music Art &
Design DT Languages RE PHSE PE

Spr
2

Who Wants
to be a

Millionaire?

Compare and group
everyday materials
according to their

properties

Dissolving and
evaporating

Reversible and
irreversible changes

Filtering and sieving
materials

Who were the
Victorians?

Victorian Childhoods

Local history - coal
mining

Features of rich and
poor countries
throughout the

world.

Locate countries E-Safety

Singing music from
Oliver

Drumming

Digital art - L.S.
Lowry

William Morris
Artwork

Weaving

STEM Project
(AMRC Building

Bridges)

Revision of fruits and
foods (breakfast and

dessert)

Use of connectives

Why are there now
over 50 mosques in

Yorkshire?

Lent

The Easter Story

Dreams and Goals
Badminton

Tag Rugby

8

Book
Week!

28/02/22

Comparing
properties of

everyday materials
(3a)

Book Week
Activities

Book Week
Activities

Book Week
Activities

Book Week
Activities

Book Week
Activities

Book Week
Activities

Book Week
Activities

Explaining the
practices and

lifestyles involved in
belonging to a faith
community (2a)

Understanding that I
will need money to
help me achieve my

dreams (3a)

Knowing about a
range of jobs that
people do (3b)

Badminton - Hitting a
shuttlecock over a net

Tag Rugby - Controlling
and catching a ball and

accurately passing
whilst moving

9

07/03/22

Describing properties
of everyday materials

(3a)

Using sources of
evidence to find out

information about the
Victorian era

Examining and
comparing the uses

of technology,
evaluating the pros

and cons (1a)

Identifying the beat of
the music and being
able to clap along in

time. (1c)

Drawing on prior
knowledge about

weaving from History
and Art (1b)

Using spoken
language confidently

to take part in
conversations to seek
or give information

(3a)

Showing an
understanding of the

role of a spiritual
leader (2c)

Badminton -
Recognising the types of
shots needed to target
different areas of the

court

Tag Rugby - Controlling
and catching a ball and

accurately passing
whilst moving

10

14/03/22

Explaining how
materials can be
filtered or sieved

(3d)

Describing the
experiences of rich
and poor children

during the Victorian
times (3e, 4a, 1a, 1c)

Victorian Engage
Day (History)

Examining and
comparing the uses

of technology,
evaluating the pros

and cons (1a)

Applying knowledge
of rhythms when

playing a drum. (2b)

Using different
materials to weave
visual and texture

effects (2j)

Applying their
growing vocabulary

to produce extended
responses (3b)

Explaining some of
the different ways

that individuals show
their beliefs (4a)

Identifying a job I
would like to do

when I grow up (3c)

Describing the
dreams and goals of
young people in a

culture (3d)

Badminton - Rallying
with a partner over a

net

Tag Rugby - Moving
with a ball in opposed

situations

11

21/03/22

Understanding how
some solids can

dissolve into liquids
(3b)

Identifying the history
of coal mining in

Rotherham as part of
the industrial

revolution (3a)

Locating the world’s
countries, with a
focus on rich and
poor nations (2b)

Giving examples of
online risks and

knowing how to keep
safe online (4a)

Comparing and
contrasting music

from the past, with
music we listen to

today. (4a)

Evaluating the style of
L.S. Lowry (1a)

Enhancing digital
media by editing to

create digital artwork
inspired by L.S.

Lowry (3p)

STEM DAY
Reading and

understanding short
texts (4a)

Comparing and
contrasting the

lifestyles of different
faith groups (2b)

Badminton - Playing
using basic service rules

Tag Rugby -Taking part
in a game,

understanding tactics
and rules

12

28/03/22

Describing and
explaining reversible

and irreversible
changes (3c)

Describing human
and physical

geography features
that lead to a

country being rich or
poor (3e, 3d)

Giving examples of
online risks and

knowing how to keep
safe online (4a)

Using musical
vocabulary to

describe how a piece
of music sounds.

(1b)

Creating an accurate
pattern, showing fine

detail (3n)

Writing short texts
on familiar topics

(4b)

Explaining why
different religious
communities or

individuals may have a
different view of what

is right and wrong
(3a)

Understanding that
we can learn from

other cultures (3e)

Encourage my peers
to support young

people (3f)

Badminton - Playing in
games against

opponents

Tag Rugby - Take part in
a game, understanding

tactics and rules

13

04/04/22

Investigating filtering
and sieving materials

(3d)

Analysing maps to
locate a range of rich
and poor countries
around the world

(4a, 4b)

Giving examples of
online risks and

knowing how to keep
safe online (4a)

Composing short
rhythmic phrases on
a djembe drum. (3b)

Building up layers of
colours (3m)

Listening attentively
and understanding

longer or more
complex phrases and
sentences (2b, 2a)

Explaining their own
ideas about the

answers to ultimate
questions (5c)

Badminton - Playing in
games against

opponents

Tag Rugby -
Understanding/using

principles of a warm up
and why exercise is

good for health



Y5 Science History Geography Computing Music Art &
Design DT Languages RE PHSE PE

Sum
1
The

Explorers

Classification of living
creatures

Adaptation of animals

Life cycles

Reproduction in
plants

Describe the changes
as humans develop to

old age

Timeline of
exploration

History of Mayan
civilisation

Detailed study into a
key modern day

explorer

Locating rainforests
around the world

Pollution and littering

Geography Fieldwork

Scratch Coding

Drumming

Rainforest
soundscape

Painting: Georgia
O'Keeffe (flower

artwork)

Construction: Bee
Hotel

Revision of days of
the week/months of

the year

Why are there now
over 50 mosques in

Yorkshire?

Ramadan/ Eid

Relationships
Tennis

Swimming

Curriculum
Drivers

Community -
Respect all members

of the community
from young to old.

Possibilities - Learn
about scientific
careers within

biology/zoology.
Responsibility -
Use knowledge of

plants and animals to
encourage caring for

living things.

Community - Learn
about the history of
Rotherham’s mines

and how these
shaped our
community.

Possibilities -
Children to learn

about explorers who
have overcome

personal challenges
or difficulties to
achieve success.

Community -
Making posters for
the school about

eco-issues.
Possibilities -
Children to be

inspired by exciting
locations around the

world.
Responsibility -
Children develop

responsibility for the
school environment

and the wider
environment.

Community - Look
at everyday uses for
coding and how this
helps make everyday

life easier.
Possibilities - Look
at careers involving

computer
programming.

Responsibility -
Children develop
responsibility for

technology.

Community - Share
music performances
with families in the
community (Young

Voices).
Possibilities - Be

inspired by musicians
and music from

around the world.
Responsibility -

Show a responsible
attitude towards

musical instruments.

Community - To
share their learning

with families at
home.

Possibilities - Be
inspired by a

successful artist.
Responsibility -
Take responsibility
for art equipment

and use it with care.

Community -
Developing

leadership skills
within a team.

Possibilities - Gain
an awareness of use
of natural resources.

Responsibility -
Children to act

independently and
make responsible
decisions when

constructing a den.

Community - Learn
about Spanish
speakers in the

community.
Possibilities -

Children be able to
write the date
confidently in

Spanish.
Responsibility -

Apply learnt
vocabulary from
previous lessons.

Community - Gain
understanding and
respect for all faith
groups within our
school community.

Possibilities -
Understand that it is
possible to explore

any faith and ask
questions to learn

more.
Responsibility -

Encourage children
to live respectfully
and be role models

for others by
supporting people of

all faiths.

Community -
Know how to
maintain safe

friendships both
online and in-person.

Possibilities -
Children to become
socially confident at
communicating with

people from all
backgrounds.

Responsibility - To
behave responsibly

when online.

Community -
Develop relationships

with the leisure
centre.

Possibilities - Gain
an awareness of

water safety.
Responsibility -
Children to act

sensibly and
independently when

preparing for
swimming lessons
and in the water.

Key
Vocabulary

Adaptation,
classification, life

cycle, biodiversity,
adolescence

Mayans, significance,
achievements,
recognition,
civilisation,
exploration

Latitude, longitude,
deforestation,

equator, pollution,
hemisphere

Sprite, degrees,
rotation, movement,
variables, operators

Rhythm, notation,
dynamics, time

signature

Viewfinder, texture,
shade, close-up

Plan, design, create,
evaluate, materials,

construct

Hoy es, lunes,
martes, miércoles,

jueves, viernes,
sábado, domingo,
enero, febrero,

marzo, abril, mayo,
junio, julio, agosto,

septiembre, octubre,
noviembre,
diciembre.

Islam, Allah, Prophet,
Mosque, Imam,Sacred

Place, Prayer,
Worship

Respect, friendship,
tolerance, safety,

relationships, peer
pressure

Swimming: swim,
kick, front, back,
arms, legs, lie on

front, breath, rotate,
submerge, sink, float,
breaststroke, glide,
surface, dive, jump,
underwater, doggy

paddle, water safety,

Tennis: hit, return,
court, forehand,

backhand, bounce,
points, score, net,
tactics, underarm,
overarm, position,

ready, volley,
overhead, singles,

doubles



1

25/04/22

Identifying and
describing the

different parts and
functions of flowering
plants. (1a) (R Y3)

Knowing the position
of latitude, longitude,

equator and
hemisphere. (4c, 2a)

Setting IF conditions
for movements.

Specifying types of
rotation giving the
number of degrees.

(2a)
Changing the position
of objects between
screen layers (send
to back, bring to

front). (2b)

Using musical
vocabulary to

describe how a piece
of music sounds.

(1b)

Evaluating the style of
Georgia O’Keefe.

(1a)

Critiquing their own
and others’ work,
making suggestions
for future designs.

(1a)

Listening attentively
and understanding

longer or more
complex phrases or
sentences. (2b, 2a)

Explaining the
importance of sacred

and holy places in
Islam. (2a)

Having an accurate
picture of who I am
as a person in terms
of my characteristics

and personal
qualities. (5a)

Tennis: Putting skills
into games

2

02/05/22

Describing the life
process of

reproduction in
plants and animals

(1d)

Expressing reasons
for water pollution
and suggesting ways
to improve it. (5c)

Uploading sounds
from a file and editing
them. Adding effects
such as fade in and

fade out and control
their implementation.

(2c)

Applying knowledge
of rhythms by writing
and playing them on a

djembe. (2b)

Collecting ideas and
sketches imaginatively
in a sketchbook. (2a)

Drawing on prior
knowledge from

other subject areas,
designing with the

user in mind,
motivated by the

service a product will
offer. (1b)

Using spoken
language confidently

to take part in
conversations to seek
or give information

(3a)

Understanding what
a mosque is and why

it is important for
muslims. (2a, 4a)

Understanding that
belonging to an

online community
can have positive and

negative
consequences. (5b)

Tennis: Returning the
ball using a volley

shot

3

09/05/22

Describing and
comparing the life
cycles of mammals

and birds. (1e)

Understanding how
exploration of the
world has changed

over time. (2c)

Selecting a range of
fieldwork methods to

understand the
geography of our

school. (1a)

Combining the use of
pens with movement
to create interesting

effects. (2d)

Identifying the beat of
the music and

performing rhythms
in 4/4 time signature.

(1c)

Creating a colour
palette based upon

natural colours
(plants, leaves,
flowers). (3b)

Developing a range of
practical skills to

create products (such
as cutting, drilling and

screwing, nailing,
glueing, filing and

sanding). (2k)

Applying their
growing vocabulary

to produce extended
responses (3b)

Explaining how
respect is shown in
Islam. (3a, 3b, 3c)

Understanding there
are rights and

responsibilities in an
online community or
social network. (5c)

Tennis: Using the
overhead shot to

clear from the back
of the court

4

16/05/22

Describing the
changes as humans
develop to old age.

(2e)

Describing the social
and cultural

experiences of Mayan
civilization. (3d)

Using a range of
sensing tools

(including proximity,
user inputs, loudness
and mouse position)
to control events or

actions. (2e)

Selecting and mixing
sounds to create a
soundscape of a
rainforest. (3a)

Using watercolours
to create a

zoomed-in tropical
flower. (3c)

Developing a range of
practical skills to

create products (such
as cutting, drilling and

screwing, nailing,
glueing, filing and

sanding). (2k)

Reading and writing
short texts (4a, 4b)

Comparing a range of
faith groups through
their lifestyles and

practices. (2b)

Knowing there are
rights and

responsibilities when
playing a game online.

(5d)

Tennis: Recognising
the difference of

positioning in doubles
play

5

23/05/22

Describing and
comparing the life

cycles of insects and
amphibians (1e)

Describing the
experiences of a

historical explorer
focusing on beliefs
and attitudes. (3e)

Using lists to create a
set of variables. (2f)

Selecting and mixing
sounds to create a
soundscape of a
rainforest. (3a)

Using brush
techniques to create

texture. (3a)

Making products by
working efficiently.
Making products
through stages of

prototypes, making
continual

refinements. (1d, 1c)

Listening attentively
and understanding

longer or more
complex phrases and
sentences (2b, 2a)

Comparing a range of
faith groups through
their lifestyles and

practices. (2b)

Recognising when I
am spending too
much time using

devices (screen time).
(5e)

Explaining how to
stay safe when using

technology to
communicate with

my friends. (5f)

Tennis: Approaching
the ball before the

second bounce


